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Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 28. Chapters: Napier Nomad, Rolls-Royce
Crecy, Rotax 503, Rotax 582, Rotax 447, Zanzottera MZ 201, Hirth 3502, 2si 460, Hirth F-30, Hirth 3202, Hirth 2704, Zanzottera MZ 34, Hirth 2702, 2si 215, Cuyuna 430, 2si
690, Hirth 3701, 2si 540, KFM 107, Konig SC 430, Zanzottera MZ 301, Konig SD 570, 2si 230, Hirth F-33, Rotax 185, Rotax 277, Zenoah G-50, Nelson H-63, Nelson H-44, Hirth
F-23, Hirth F-36, Zenoah G-25, JPX D-320, 2si 808, Rotax 532, Rotax 377, Kawasaki 340, Arrow 250, Yamaha KT100, Arrow 1000, Arrow 500, Rotax 618, Kawasaki 440, Hirth
F-263, JPX PUL 425. Excerpt: The Rolls-Royce Crecy was an unusual British experimental two-stroke, 90-degree, V12, liquid-cooled aero-engine of 1,536 cu.in (26 L) capacity,
featuring sleeve valves and direct petrol injection. Developed between 1941 and 1945 it was the most advanced two-stroke aero-engine ever to be built. The engine was named
after the Battle of Crecy, battles being the intended names for future Rolls-Royce two-stroke engines, however no further engines of this type were built. The Crecy was intended
to power the Supermarine Spitfire after flight testing in a converted Hawker Henley, but neither aircraft type flew with this engine fitted. The project was cancelled in December
1945 as the progress of jet engine development overtook that of the Crecy and replaced the need for this engine. Sir Henry Tizard, Chairman of the Aeronautical Research
Committee (ARC), was a proponent of a high-powered "sprint" engine for fighter aircraft and had foreseen the need for such a powerplant as early as 1935 with the threat of
German air power looming. It has been suggested that Tizard influenced his personal friend Harry Ricardo to develop what eventually became known as the Rolls-Royce Crecy.
The idea was officially discussed for the first time at an engine sub-committee meeting in...
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product. The most comprehensive guide to aircraft powerplants?fully updated for the latest advances This authoritative textbook contains all the information you need to learn to
master the operation and maintenance of aircraft engines and achieve FAA Powerplant certification. The book offers clear explanations of all engine components, mechanics,
and technologies. This ninth edition has been thoroughly revised to include the most current and critical topics. Brand-new sections explain the latest engine models, diesel
engines, alternative fuels, pressure ratios, and reciprocating and turbofan engines. Hundreds of detailed diagrams and photos illustrate each topic. Aircraft Powerplants, Ninth
Edition covers: •Aircraft powerplant classification and progress •Reciprocating-engine construction and nomenclature •Internal-combustion engine theory and performance
•Lubricants and lubricating systems •Induction systems, superchargers, and turbochargers •Cooling and exhaust systems •Basic fuel systems and carburetors •Fuel injection
systems •Reciprocating-engine ignition and starting systems •Operation, inspection, maintenance, and troubleshooting of reciprocating engines •Reciprocating engine overhaul
practices •Principal parts, construction, types, and nomenclature of gas-turbine engines •Gas-turbine engine theory and jet propulsion principles •Turbine-engine lubricants and
lubricating systems •Ignition and starting systems of gas-turbine engines •Turbofan, turboprop, and turboshaft engines •Gas-turbine operation, inspection, troubleshooting,
maintenance, and overhaul •Propeller theory, nomenclature, and operation •Turbopropellers and control systems •Propeller installation, inspection, and maintenance •Engine
indicating, warning, and control systems
The Magic of a Name tells the story of the first forty years of Britain’s most prestigious manufacturer – Rolls-Royce. Beginning with the historic meeting in 1904 of Henry Royce
and C.S. Rolls, and the birth in 1906 of the legendary Silver Ghost, Peter Pugh tells a story of genius, skill and dedication that gave the world cars and aeroengines unrivalled in
their excellence. In 1915, 100 years ago, Royce produced the first of many aero engines, the Eagle, which proved itself in battle in the First World War. Twenty-five years later,
the totemic Merlin was installed in the Spitfire and built in a race against time to help win the Battle of Britain. With unrivalled access to the company’s archives, this is a unique
portrait of both an iconic name and of British industry at its best.
On 12 April 1937 Frank Whittle became the first person to successfully start and run a turbojet engine. In May 1941 the engine took to the air in an experimental Gloster Whittle
aircraft, but despite the RAF's desperate need for air supremacy over her enemies, little support was forthcoming from the military establishment. It was the enthusiasm of the
American General Hap Arnold that took the next stage of development to the USA and within six months Whittles invention was powering more American Jets than British. This is
the story of the genius throttled by British government bureaucracy, for even when in 1943 Rolls Royce became involved with the successful design and manufacture of engines
based on Whittles concepts, his company was nationalized and banned from engine production! Although gagged for decades by the secrecy of that period, the story can now be
told in full and these revelations provide a fascinating insight into the attitudes of the wartime government and military establishment, attitudes that led to one of the greatest
inventions of all time being offered freely to those who were to become Britain's main aircraft manufacturing competitors. This book was previously known as "Genesis of the Jet:
Frank Whittle and the invention of the Jet Engine". As part of this new release we have included a supplement by Ian Whittle and a copy of the patents registered in Berlin back in
1931 currently on display at the Deutsches Museum in Germany."
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 42. Chapters: Rolls-Royce Trent, Rolls-Royce
RB211, Rolls-Royce Pegasus, Rolls-Royce Conway, Rolls-Royce Trent 900, Rolls-Royce Trent 1000, Rolls-Royce Avon, Rolls-Royce Spey, Rolls-Royce Welland, Rolls-Royce
Derwent, Rolls-Royce Olympus, Rolls-Royce Trent 800, Rolls-Royce Turbomeca Adour, Rolls-Royce Nene, Rolls-Royce RB162, Pratt & Whitney J48, Rolls-Royce Tyne, RollsPage 1/4
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Royce Trent 500, Rolls-Royce Trent 700, Rolls-Royce RB.183 Tay, Rolls-Royce Medway, Rolls-Royce Gnome, Rolls-Royce RB108, Rolls-Royce Soar, Rolls-Royce/SNECMA
M45H, Armstrong Siddeley Viper, Rolls-Royce RR300, Rolls-Royce/MAN Turbo RB193, Rolls-Royce Gem, Rolls-Royce Dart, Rolls-Royce RR500, Rolls-Royce AE 2100, RollsRoyce T406, Rolls-Royce RB106, Rolls-Royce RB145, Rolls-Royce RB.50 Trent, Rolls-Royce RB3011, Rolls-Royce RB.44 Tay, Rolls-Royce/MAN Turbo RB153, Rolls-Royce
RB401, Rolls-Royce Clyde, Rolls-Royce Turbomeca RTM322, Rolls-Royce RB282. Excerpt: Rolls-Royce Trent is the name given to a family of high bypass turbofan aircraft
engines manufactured by Rolls-Royce plc. All are developments of the RB211 with thrust ratings of 53,000 to 95,000 pounds-force (240 to 420 kN). Versions of the Trent are in
service on the Airbus A330, A340, A380 and Boeing 777, and variants are in development for the forthcoming 787 and A350 XWB. The Trent has also been adapted for marine
and industrial applications. First run in August 1990 as the model Trent 700, the Trent has achieved significant commercial success, having been selected as the launch engine
for both of the 787's two variants, the A380 and A350. Its overall share of the markets in which it competes is around 40%. Sales of the Trent family of engines have made RollsRoyce the second biggest supplier of large civil turbofans after General Electric, relegating rival Pratt & Whitney to third position. Singapore...
Aerospace Propulsion Systems is a unique book focusing on each type of propulsion system commonly used in aerospace vehicles today: rockets, piston aero engines, gas turbine engines,
ramjets, and scramjets. Dr. Thomas A. Ward introduces each system in detail, imparting an understanding of basic engineering principles, describing key functionality mechanisms used in
past and modern designs, and provides guidelines for student design projects. With a balance of theory, fundamental performance analysis, and design, the book is specifically targeted to
students or professionals who are new to the field and is arranged in an intuitive, systematic format to enhance learning. Covers all engine types, including piston aero engines Design
principles presented in historical order for progressive understanding Focuses on major elements to avoid overwhelming or confusing readers Presents example systems from the US, the UK,
Germany, Russia, Europe, China, Japan, and India Richly illustrated with detailed photographs Cartoon panels present the subject in an interesting, easy-to-understand way Contains carefully
constructed problems (with a solution manual available to the educator) Lecture slides and additional problem sets for instructor use Advanced undergraduate students, graduate students and
engineering professionals new to the area of propulsion will find Aerospace Propulsion Systems a highly accessible guide to grasping the key essentials. Field experts will also find that the
book is a very useful resource for explaining propulsion issues or technology to engineers, technicians, businessmen, or policy makers. Post-graduates involved in multi-disciplinary research
or anybody interested in learning more about spacecraft, aircraft, or engineering would find this book to be a helpful reference. Lecture materials for instructors available at
www.wiley.com/go/wardaero
To stay competitive and meet market expectations in a global economy, both domestic and foreign companies must realign their manufacturing processes, make improvements, and increase
their manufacturing capabilities. With large numbers of employees working in a network of domestic and foreign facilities, production processes are as varied as the products being produced.
Manufacturing managers need a manufacturing plan or strategy that will bring structure to this complex environment. In Manufacturing Strategy: How to Formulate and Implement a Winning
Plan, 2nd Edition, John Miltenburg offers a sensible and systematic method to: (1) evaluate domestic and foreign factories and international manufacturing and (2) plan the appropriate
manufacturing strategy to be first in the market. Incorporating comments and suggestions from managers who used the first edition of Manufacturing Strategy, John Miltenburg expands and
improves on his focus in the areas of: International Manufacturing — where the focus is on a company's international network of factories; Competitive Strategy — where managers must
understand the role manufacturing strategy plays in their company's business strategy; and Manufacturing Programs — showing how programs such as quality management, six sigma, agile
manufacturing, and supply chain management fit within the manufacturing strategy. Manufacturing Strategy gives managers a common language for dealing with manufacturing problems at
both strategic and operational levels. It improves communication between manufacturing managers and those outside manufacturing (who will now have a better understanding of what
manufacturing can and cannot do).
The evolution of the jet engine in Britain is one of the greatest achievements in British aviation history. The story of events surrounding this achievement is fascinating and intriguing and in
many respects still remains controversial. This book presents a new account of those events as they unfolded and describes the contribution of all the major participants. It covers the early
beginnings of the aero gas turbine with A.A. Griffith and Frank Whittle's pioneering jet engine through to the emergence of Rolls-Royce as Britain's only major aero engine maker.
Stanley Hooker joined the Bristol Aeroplane Company in 1949 and tugged a rather reluctant company into the jet age, determined to give real competition to Rolls-Royce. So successful was
he that in 1966 Rolls-Royce decided the best thing to do was to spend ?63.6 million and buy its rival. By this time there was scarcely a single modern British aero-engine for which Hooker had
not been responsible.
The escalating use of aircraft in the 21st century demands a thorough understanding of engine propulsion concepts, including the performance of aero engines. Among other critical
activities,gas turbines play an extensive role in electric power generation, and marine propulsion for naval vessels and cargo ships. In the most exhaustive volume to date, this text examines
the foundation of aircraft propulsion: aerodynamics interwoven with thermodynamics, heat transfer, and mechanical design. With a finely focused approach, the author devotes each chapter to
a particular engine type, such as ramjet and pulsejet, turbojet, and turbofan. Supported by actual case studies, he illustrates engine performance under various operating conditions. Part I
discusses the history, classifications, and performance of air breathing engines. Beginning with Leonardo and continuing on to the emergence of the jet age and beyond, this section chronicles
inventions up through the 20th century. It then moves into a detailed discussion of different engine types, including pulsejet, ramjet, single- and multi-spool turbojet, and turbofan in both
subsonic and supersonic applications. The author discusses Vertical Take Off and Landing aircraft, and provides a comprehensive examination of hypersonic scramjet and turbo ramjet
engines. He also analyzes the different types of industrial gas turbines having single-and multi-spool with intercoolers, regenerators, and reheaters. Part II investigates the design of rotating
compressors and turbines, and non-rotating components, intakes, combustion chambers, and nozzles for all modern jet propulsion and gas turbine engine systems, along with their
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performance. Every chapter concludes with illustrative examples followed by a problems section; for greater clarity, some provide a listing of important mathematical relations.
From the dawn of the present century a number of inventors proposed various methods of jet propulsion. However, it was not until Frank White, a young RAF pilot, persisted with next to no
official support and little money that a practical jet engine was produced during the 1930s. Even then, it was not put into operational use until near the end of the Second World War.
Meanwhile a rival development team had been set up in Germany, with all the resources of a large and prosperous aircraft company. The struggles, successes and failures of these early
developments make a fascinating story. The differences between gas-turbine, jet, rocket, ramjet and helicopter turboshaft engines are fully explained here, and their history is traced from
pioneering days through to today's highly complex and powerful units, as used in the latest wide-bodied airliners and high-performance military aircraft. The purpose of the various components
of gas-turbine and jet engines, and how they work, is described in language understandable to those without an engineering background, avoiding complex mathematical formulae. The
development and refinement of gas-turbine and jet engines has been a remarkable success story, with almost every country in the world now linked by aircraft using these propulsion systems.
The past 30 years have seen a vast improvement in the performance of large passenger and cargo aircraft, which have multiplied their carrying capacity by three, had their range doubled and
safety improved by roughly 30 times, whilst their noise levels have been reduced by more than 90 per cent.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 36. Chapters: Napier Nomad, Rolls-Royce Crecy, Shvetsov
ASh-82, Continental O-200, Packard V-1650, Daimler-Benz DB 605, Junkers Jumo 213, Continental O-170, Pratt & Whitney R-4360 Wasp Major, Daimler-Benz DB 603, Shvetsov ASh-73,
Lycoming XR-7755, Chrysler IV-2220, Rolls-Royce Eagle, Charomskiy ACh-30, BMW 803, Continental O-300, BMW 802, Nakajima Homare, Klimov VK-107, Pratt & Whitney X-1800, Pratt &
Whitney R-2000 Twin Wasp, Continental O-190, Wright R-1300, Charomskiy M-40, Mikulin AM-37, Klimov VK-106, Continental O-280, Elizalde Tigre IV, Lycoming O-233, Franklin O-335,
Lycoming O-435, Rolls-Royce Pennine, Argus As 411, Ivchenko AI-26, Mikulin AM-42, Klimov M-120, Armstrong Siddeley Cougar, Shvetsov ASh-21, Mikulin AM-38, Wright R-2160, Pratt &
Whitney XH-3130, Mikulin AM-39, Junkers Jumo 223, Pratt & Whitney PT1, Klockner-Humboldt-Deutz DZ 710. Excerpt: The Rolls-Royce Crecy was an unusual British experimental twostroke, 90-degree, V12, liquid-cooled aero-engine of 1,536 cu.in (26 L) capacity, featuring sleeve valves and direct petrol injection. Developed between 1941 and 1945 it was the most
advanced two-stroke aero-engine ever to be built. The engine was named after the Battle of Crecy, battles being the intended names for future Rolls-Royce two-stroke engines, however no
further engines of this type were built. The Crecy was intended to power the Supermarine Spitfire after flight testing in a converted Hawker Henley, but neither aircraft type flew with this engine
fitted. The project was cancelled in December 1945 as the progress of jet engine development overtook that of the Crecy and replaced the need for this engine. Sir Henry Tizard, Chairman of
the Aeronautical Research Committee (ARC), was a proponent of a high-powered "sprint" engine for fighter aircraft and had foreseen the need for such a powerplant as early...
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 114. Chapters: Rolls-Royce Merlin, Allison V-1710, Napier
Sabre, Bristol Hercules, Bristol Perseus, Bristol Pegasus, Bristol Taurus, Bristol Centaurus, Bristol Aquila, BMW 801, Pratt & Whitney R-2800 Double Wasp, Rolls-Royce Griffon, Volkswagen
air cooled engine, Lycoming O-235, Mikulin AM-34, Wright R-3350 Duplex-Cyclone, Junkers Jumo 222, De Havilland Gipsy Six, Hispano-Suiza 12Y, Rolls-Royce Peregrine, Junkers Jumo
211, De Havilland Gipsy Major, Mikulin M-17, Junkers Jumo 210, Wright R-1820, Daimler-Benz DB 601, Armstrong Siddeley Cheetah, Junkers Jumo 205, Lorraine Petrel, Continental I-1430,
Rolls-Royce Vulture, Lycoming O-145, Pratt & Whitney R-1830 Twin Wasp, Daimler-Benz DB 600, Daimler-Benz DB 600 series, Klimov M-105, Alvis Leonides, Ranger V-770, Lycoming
O-290, Continental A-40, Rolls-Royce Goshawk, De Havilland Gipsy Queen, Bramo 323, Wright R-2600, Pobjoy Niagara, Armstrong Siddeley Deerhound, Klimov M-103, Alvis Pelides, Alfa
Romeo 115, Bristol Hydra, Napier Dagger, BMW 132, Mitsubishi Kasei, Shvetsov ASh-62, Daimler-Benz DB 604, Blackburn Cirrus Minor, Praga B2, Lorraine Algol, Nakajima Sakae, Pratt &
Whitney R-1535 Twin Wasp Junior, Blackburn Cirrus Major, Jacobs R-755, Jacobs R-915, Rolls-Royce Exe, Armstrong Siddeley Tiger, Fairey Monarch, Hispano-Suiza 12Z, Alvis Leonides
Major, Wolseley Aries, Mitsubishi Kinsei, Junkers L88, Avia Rk.17, IAR K14, Gnome-Rhone 14N, Alfa Romeo 125, Hirth HM 512, Allison V-3420, Fairey Prince, Continental R-670, Mikulin
AM-35, Blackburn Cirrus Midget, Avia Rk.12, ERCO I-L 116, Jacobs R-830, De Havilland Gipsy Minor, Aeronca E-113, Argus As 410, Napier Javelin, Menasco B6, Kinner B-5, De Havilland
Gipsy Twelve, Tumansky M-87, Kinner R-5, Bristol Neptune, Ranger L-440, Walter Mikron, Alfa Romeo 135, Tumansky M-88, Daimler-Benz DB 602, Shvetsov M-71, Napier Culverin, Kinner
C-5, ..
This book provides a comprehensive basics-to-advanced course in an aero-thermal science vital to the design of engines for either type of craft. The text classifies engines powering aircraft
and single/multi-stage rockets, and derives performance parameters for both from basic aerodynamics and thermodynamics laws. Each type of engine is analyzed for optimum performance
goals, and mission-appropriate engines selection is explained. Fundamentals of Aircraft and Rocket Propulsion provides information about and analyses of: thermodynamic cycles of shaft
engines (piston, turboprop, turboshaft and propfan); jet engines (pulsejet, pulse detonation engine, ramjet, scramjet, turbojet and turbofan); chemical and non-chemical rocket engines;
conceptual design of modular rocket engines (combustor, nozzle and turbopumps); and conceptual design of different modules of aero-engines in their design and off-design state. Aimed at
graduate and final-year undergraduate students, this textbook provides a thorough grounding in the history and classification of both aircraft and rocket engines, important design features of all
the engines detailed, and particular consideration of special aircraft such as unmanned aerial and short/vertical takeoff and landing aircraft. End-of-chapter exercises make this a valuable
student resource, and the provision of a downloadable solutions manual will be of further benefit for course instructors.
"The Jet Engine provides a complete, accessible description of the working and underlying principles of the gas turbine. Written by Rolls-Royce gas turbine engineers, it contains a wealth of
detail and high-quality illustrations"-This book is an introduction to the design of modern civil and military jet engines using engine design projects.
Introduce young readers to classic sports cars.
This edited book offers further advances, new perspectives, and developments from world leaders in the field of through-life engineering services (TES). It builds up on the earlier book by the
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same authors entitled: “Through-life Engineering Services: Motivation, Theory and Practice.” This compendium introduces and discusses further, the developments in workshop-based and 'in
situ' maintenance and support of high-value engineering products, as well as the application of drone technology for autonomous and self-healing product support. The links between
‘integrated planning’ and planned obsolescence, risk and cost modelling are also examined. The role of data, information, and knowledge management relative to component and system
degradation and failure is also presented. This is supported by consideration of the effects upon the maintenance and support decision by the presence of 'No Fault Found' error signals within
system data. Further to this the role of diagnostics and prognostics is also discussed. In addition, this text presents the fundamental information required to deliver an effective TES
solution/strategy and identification of core technologies. The book contains reference and discussion relative to automotive. rail, and several other industrial case studies to highlight the
potential of TES to redefine the product creation and development process. Additionally the role of warranty and service data in the product creation and delivery system is also introduced.
?This book offers a valuable reference resource for academics, practitioners and students of TES and the associated supporting technologies and business models that underpin whole-life
product creation and delivery systems through the harvesting and application of condition and use based data.
The Jet Engine provides a complete, accessible description of the working and underlying principles of the gas turbine. Accessible, non-technical approach explaining the workings of jet
engines, for readers of all levels Full colour diagrams, cutaways and photographs throughout Written by RR specialists in all the respective fields Hugely popular and well-reviewed book,
originally published in 2005 under Rolls Royce’s own imprint
Beretter, teknisk detaljeret, om udviklingen af Rolls-Royce-stempelmotorer til fly.
The Magic of a Name tells the story of the first 40 years of Britain’s most prestigious manufacturer - Rolls-Royce. Beginning with the historic meeting in 1904 of Henry Royce and the Honourable C.S. Rolls,
and the birth in 1906 of the legendary Silver Ghost, Peter Pugh tells a story of genius, skill, hard work and dedication which gave the world cars and aero engines unrivalled in their excellence. In 1915, 100
years ago, the pair produced their first aero engine, the Eagle which along with the Hawk, Falcon and Condor proved themselves in battle in the First World War. In the Second the totemic Merlin was installed
in the Spitfire and built in a race against time in 1940 to help win the Battle of Britain. With unrivalled access to the company’s archives, Peter Pugh’s history is a unique portrait of both an iconic name and of
British industry at its best.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 48. Chapters: Jet engine, Gas turbine, Turboprop, Turbofan, Turbojet, GT
101, Micropower, Precooled jet engine, General Electric LM2500, Overall pressure ratio, Turboshaft, General Electric LM6000, Rolls-Royce WR-21, Gas turbine modular helium reactor, Honeywell AGT1500,
Vericor Power Systems, General Electric LMS100, Bladon Jets, Pratt & Whitney GG4, General Electric LM1600, Rolls-Royce Marine Trent, Simple cycle combustion turbine, Mixer, General Electric LM500,
Toloue-4.
Starting with the original Standard prototype of 1903, this book covers the scores of Standard models built until the brand was discontinued in 1963 (Britain) and 1987 (India). It also covers the Ferguson
tractor involvement, millitary aero-engine manufacture, military aircraft manufacturer (including Beaufighter and Mosquito fighter-bombers), Rolls-Royce Avon turbo-jet military engine manufacture, and
Triumph cars.
Covering basic theory, components, installation, maintenance, manufacturing, regulation and industry developments, Gas Turbines: A Handbook of Air, Sea and Land Applications is a broad-based
introductory reference designed to give you the knowledge needed to succeed in the gas turbine industry, land, sea and air applications. Providing the big picture view that other detailed, data-focused
resources lack, this book has a strong focus on the information needed to effectively decision-make and plan gas turbine system use for particular applications, taking into consideration not only operational
requirements but long-term life-cycle costs in upkeep, repair and future use. With concise, easily digestible overviews of all important theoretical bases and a practical focus throughout, Gas Turbines is an
ideal handbook for those new to the field or in the early stages of their career, as well as more experienced engineers looking for a reliable, one-stop reference that covers the breadth of the field. Covers
installation, maintenance, manufacturer's specifications, performance criteria and future trends, offering a rounded view of the area that takes in technical detail as well as well as industry economics and
outlook Updated with the latest industry developments, including new emission and efficiency regulations and their impact on gas turbine technology Over 300 pages of new/revised content, including new
sections on microturbines, non-conventional fuel sources for microturbines, emissions, major developments in aircraft engines, use of coal gas and superheated steam, and new case histories throughout
highlighting component improvements in all systems and sub-systems.
Parallel Processing Applications for Jet Engine Control is a volume in the new Advances in Industrial Control series, edited by Professor M.J. Grimble and Dr. M.A. Johnson of the Industrial Control Unit,
University of Strathclyde. The book describes the mapping and load balancing of gas turbine engine and controller simulations onto arrays of transputers. It compares the operating system for transputers and
the Uniform System upon the Butterfly Plus computer. The problem of applying formal methods to parallel asychronous processors is addressed, implementing novel fault tolerant systems to meet real-time
flight control requirements. The book presents real-time closed-loop results highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of Occam and the transputer. Readers will find that this book provides valuable
material for researchers in both academia and the aerospace industry.
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